to take them to Washington if they went there
to stay, which they thought foolish of doing.

Clyde was long here then a few evenings
to make fatigue he a great deal.

Mrs. Bonds says she is glad on our account that
we are going, but can hardly bear it on her
own. If Clyde goes too I shall be very sorry
for her. I think so dear that I cannot do
without the children, particularly if I stay
all Winter, can speak so my heart and
graciously in this case as that the freight will
not be so high. Now you object; I really
will have to sew with my fingers if I do
not have it. The bills shall have to
pay for caring me, goods &c. for the
Mrs. Bonds think I cannot make as much difference. I have
thought you are in earnest? She seems to
be afraid of these long daily rides, and I
for will not avail myself of your kind offer.

What would the things was her? Blend
object for the fragments of the 4th Jackson
flag? it is quite a valuable relic and I think
had better be enclosed in perfect to
preserve it. I began to think I have more
friends than I thought. Sarah seems nearly inter
related on my plans. Mr. Belknap seems quite...
The rest of the evening and evening should have done for her. That I might stay four months or eight.

You say you do not know whether there is a bible or in this girl room; I hope you will by all means see that there is one and don't get any old wasted thing fall down necessary to keep a sharp eye out.

I saw the other day a child's arm in diamond bracelet. 

I came in when I had gone that filled up like a toothache. I knew this far and at least to dinner. 

She had some kind of a poker at dinner. - I forgot to mention that the came home Tuesday or Wednesday bringing the letters girls with them: to take them out also. Their father did.

I have put the business into Uncle John's hands. 

If she does go, I shall not write for company, but will select some there that does not charge all night and start about Wednesday or Thursday of next week, and will give you notice by telegraph. His services in any way, and if you say so, I shall continue to wait as soon will attend to the affair removed. 

She shall all have on new starched clothes and as you may not be dressed as used to see you, it might change to happen that we would not recognize each other!! Some to think of it.
Affection, said she was very sorry we were going away, but thought it was all right.

She seems to feel very badly about her own situation, but thinks there is no prospect of better times till next Spring at least. — Here Bobby asked, I went to him leaving my letter in the Library two or three minutes after I left him with the children and went down for some water, found them all in your room and he amusing himself with the pen and ink, writing over my letter. I called to me and he kept the pen making the beautiful blot you see on the other sheet. I hope you will like this part of the letter better than I do.

Eldred says he thinks the poses artist route for one would be to take the night train to Pittsburgh, change cars there in the afternoon, take the other cars and not change again till you get to Philadelphia. Could you meet me there if I conclude to do this?

I intend to write to Dave this matter to you, Uncle and Father and will let
you know the result. — Frank Holt said she wanted me to come and take tea with her tomorrow, as she was afraid I would think I could not come at all if I put it off too late. If Robby is well enough I shall go. Mrs. Brady wanted me not come to spend a day, but I am afraid I cannot spare so long a time. Let me too, but I think I should go there next Sunday. I don't like to be so much taken up as to give them so little time, but if I had not concluded that the machine would have to visit Franklin also, I should have no time at all.

We have come to the conclusion to take up the parlor carpet and pack the small articles and pictures. Mother thinks they had better wait about coming down at least till we know a little more about what is likely to be done. — Please send me any directions about my travelling, checks, money etc. that you may think useful, especially just before I arriving at New York and afterwards too, in case some accident should prevent you meeting me there or before. Don't the direction on the box have to Hamilton as well as No 33 Broadway, New York City?